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NXT Magazine is the leading lifestyle consumer electronic title for
the Singapore market and will focus on how increasingly affluent
consumers are changing their lifestyles with a greater affinity for
the very best in consumer electronics, luxury tech products and
emerging trends such as wearables.
Featuring entertaining articles for both male and female readers,
NXT Magazine is about the user experience and understanding the
technology behind the world’s favourite gadgets.

PUBLICATION
DETAILS
TARGET AUDIENCE:
The NXT Magazine reader wants to find out whats the best and
latest in gadgets and gear, without wading through technical jargon.
The NXT reader is between the age of 16 and 50 with approximately
50% and below female, affluent with a high disposable income. The
core NXT reader is in their mid-20s to early-40s and discerning with
his/her spending, conscious of brand identity and willing to spend
more for premium build quality over processor performance, stylish
design over complex technical features.
• Both Male and Female – 60% male to 40% female
• Mass age group from 16 to late 50s
• Main core age group mid 20s to late 40s
• Average income group 36K to 120K

CIRCULATION IN PRINT & DIGITAL:
Total print run for Singapore 15,000
Estimated readership 23,500
Digital will be available at magzter.com

PUBLICATION DETAILS
• Monthly
• Total print run 15,000
• Published by Kingsman Media Pte Ltd
• Printed by image Printers Pte Ltd
• Distributed by Singapore Press Holding Ltd
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T

he Toyota Supra name has been around for decades, and was initially
created in the late 1970s as an up-market version of the sporty Celica.
Toyota eventually stopped production of the original model in 2002,
but by then the almost infinitely tunable Supra was well on its way to
becoming a cult classic, gaining fame as a Super GT racer, a 1500hp
dragster and a drift king that was one of the star cars in the original The Fast
And The Furious film.

SUPRA
IS FINALLY HERE

One of the most hardcore fans of the Supra is Akio Toyoda, the grandson of
Toyota’s founder and current president of Toyota. An avid driver, Toyoda has
actually spent hundreds of hours driving his own Mark 4 Supra at the famed
Nurburgring race course in Germany, and in June 2019 used a false name to
drive the new 2020 GR Supra in the 24 Hours of Nurburgring endurance classic.
Toyota signed a joint venture with BMW to produce the new Supra/BMW Z4 at
BMW’s Graz facility in Austria, and much like how BMW have their M Division
and Mercedes have their AMG in-house models, Toyota have now launched the
2020 Supra in Singapore under the Gazoo Racing sub-brand.
The GR Supra is available with either a 2.0 litre turbocharged inline 4 -cylinder
petrol engine developing 190 kw @5,000 rpm and 400Nm@4,400rpm, or a 3.0
litre turbocharged inline 6-cylinder petrol engine which develops a very healthy
250 kw @ 5,000rpm and 500Nm @ 4,500rpm, which enables the GR Supra to

Toyota unleashes the new German-built GR Supra in Singapore

sprint from 0 to 100 km/h in just 4.3 seconds.
Both engine options are essentially rebadged BMW engines, and in fact, apart
from the external aesthetics and interior trim, the Supra is essentially a BMW Z4,
sharing the same mechanical underpinnings, vehicle electronics and suspension
system as the Z4, but tuned by Gazoo Racing to offer a more ‘Toyota’ feel to
road-handling, engine performance and comfort. Both the GR Supra and its Z4
counterpart boast the classic lines of a front-wheel engine, rear-wheel driven Grand
Turismo sports car with 50:50 weight distribution and a long bonnet, though the
Supra has a slightly wider wheelbase and comes in hard-top. Signature design
touches include a ‘double-bubble’ style roof and rear light treatment with ‘chopped’
tail look similar to the Le Mans GT racers of the mid-1960s.
But if you’re expecting the new Supra to be a nimble Tokyo night racer, you might
find yourself disappointed, because after completing thousands of kilometres of
GR Supra to be a proper Grand Tourer, one that should be more at home on a
twisty alpine highway than the streets of Roppongi.

From S$205,000 (without COE)
www.toyota.com.sg
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BY SHAWN CHUNG
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I’m Grace, and I’m in my third year of an accounting and finance
degree, and when I graduate next year I’ll be interning at an audit
house, so I might be an auditor, though I hope I still have time
to do event modelling while holding a full time job. Find me on
Instagram @gracetan.x

15

I’m very interested in trying new sports and new activities,
primarily indoor sports, as you can tell from my fair complexion.
I’ve tried fencing and taekwondo but I don’t really have the
strength to hit hard! I hope to be able to learn the forms and
patterns so I know a bit of self-defense if I ever need it.

LATEST

ICON

I listen to a lot of different music. Whether it is Spotify, Chinese
music, K-pop, English, I like to listen to a lot of different tunes and I
found that the Momentum 3 Wireless headphones had great audio
playback while being very comfortable to wear. I have tried on
several other headphones before and in my honest opinion,the fit
of the Momentum 3 was absolutely perfect for my head and ears.
Even the ear cushions fit so comfortably on my ears with just
the right amount of pressure! I also liked the minimalist design
with the lovely genuine leather head strap and didn’t have any
problems adjusting the headphones to fit my head and ear sizes.
Another feature that I really like about these headphones is the
fact that they still utilise the button function to control volume and
playback which is really user-friendly, despite the rising trend in
the usage of gesture controls I find that these controls can be too
sensitive to an accidental brush. Noise cancelling is turned on
with the push of a button and they work very well - I turned them
on during the photoshoot and could just make out the noise of the
camera shutter.

TECHNOLOGY
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BY SHAWN CHUNG
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BELKIN BOOST UP WIRELESS CHARGING DOCK
FOR IPHONE + APPLE WATCH
iPhone/Apple Watch users know that they should charge
their devices every night before bed, and thanks to this neat
solution from Belkin you can get a fast 7.5 watt wireless
charge of your iPhone while a 5-watt Magnetic Charging

SEMI-PRO DSLR SHOOTER

Module powers up your Apple Watch. The dock supports the
Apple Watch’s Nightstand mode and there’s an additional USB-A
port to charge other devices such as true wireless earphones.

S$239
www.belkin.com/sg
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C

anon has been focusing on their new full-frame

a mirrorless camera, with the main factor the fact that with
a DSLR, you can use the viewfinder without having to turn on
the camera (thus saving some battery life). There’s also those
who still prefer a larger camera body with better ergonomics

an important model, replacing the three and a half year old
EOS 80D, which occupies an important ‘step-up’ position in

and a more comprehensive control layout. An added plus for
wildlife and outdoor photographers is that the EOS 90D’s body

Canon’s DSLR line-up for beginner photographers who want to
switch to a more serious system with better manual control
and professional functionality.

is moisture and dust resistant.

The new EOS 90D shares many of the same features of
the mirrorless EOS M6 Mark II, and was in fact launched
simultaneously to give Canon consumers a choice of a different
camera formats. Like the EOS M6 Mark II, the EOS 90D has
Canon’s new 32.5 Megapixel CMOS APS-C sensor plus a Digic

BY SHAWN CHUNG

There are still a number of advantages to getting a DSLR over

mirrorless cameras for about the last year, but that
doesn’t mean the the camera giant has forgotten
their DSLRs. In fact, the Japanese camera maker
have announced their second DSLR for the year, and it is quite

8 imaging processor. This enables the EOS 90D to capture 4K
Ultra-HD up to 30p and 1080p Full-HD videos at up to 120p
without crop, while a Dual Pixel CMOS AF in Live View with
5,481 selectable AF positions ensures speedy focusing.

GARMIN VENU
Garmin’s Venu is the brand’s first smartwatch with a bright
1.2-inch AMOLED screen and features an updated suite
of health tracking technology including sleep tracking
with Pulse Ox and abnormal heart rate alerts. Available in
black with gold, light sand with rose gold, granite blue with
silver, and black with slate colourways, the Venu also has
an impressive battery life of up to five days in smartwatch
mode, and up to six hours in GPS + music mode.

Created for amateur photographers who want more advanced
photography features in APS-C sensor standard, the EOS 90D’s
improved features include a 7 fps burst mode with AF tracking,
a 45-point all-cross type AF system and new face priority
detection. There’s also a 3-inch vari-angle touchscreen as well
as a revised control layout with a new thumb multi-controller
that makes it easy for photographers to change focus points

S$589
www.garmin.com.sg

while using the viewfinder. For videography the EOS 90D comes
with external mic and headphone input, remote cable, USB 2.0
and HDMI.

S$1,779 (Body only)
sg.canon
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 PRODUCT SENNHEISER MOMENTUM 3 WIRELESS
 MODEL: GRACE TAN @GRACETAN.X
OUTFIT: LARA J / WWW.LARA-J.COM
 FOOTWEAR: CHARLES & KEITH
PHOTOGRAPHY RAYMOND TOH/ WWW.VINEYARDPRODUCTION.SG
STYLING XINDI SIAU / WWW.XINDISIAU.COM
STYLING ASSISTANT SOPHIA LIM / WWW.SOPHISSOTARD.COM
MAKEUP ANGEL GWEE USING URBAN DECAY
HAIR ANGEL GWEE USING KEVIN MURPHY

SENNHEISER MOMENTUM 3 WIRELESS
The third generation of Sennheiser’s highly acclaimed Momentum headphone
VHULHVRͿHUVVXSHULRUVRXQGÀGHOLW\LQDPRGHUQGHVLJQZLWKFXWWLQJHGJH
WHFKQRORJ\DQGDWRXFKRIKDQGFUDIWHGLQGXOJHQFH7KHQHZKHDGSKRQHVDUHQRZ
IXOO\FRPSDWLEOHZLWK6LULDQG*RRJOH$VVLVWDQWWKRXJK$PD]RQ$OH[DZLOOEH
DYDLODEOHLQDODWHUÀUPZDUHXSGDWH)RUSDLULQJ1)&DQGDQDXWRSDLULQJPRGH
PDNHVLQLWLDOVHWXSVLPSOHDQGTXLFNZKLOH%OXHWRRWKDQGVXSSRUWIRUPXOWLSOH
FRGHFVOLNHDSW;$$&6%&$SW;/RZ/DWHQF\HQVXUHVWKDWWKH0RPHQWXP
:LUHOHVVLVFRPSDWLEOHZLWKDKRVWRIVPDUWSKRQHVWDEOHWVDQG3&QRWHERRNV)RU
XVHGXULQJORQJGLVWDQFHWUDYHOWKH0RPHQWXP:LUHOHVVKDVDKRXUEDWWHU\
OLIHDQGWKUHH$1&PRGHVWRPDWFKDQ\QRLV\HQYLURQPHQW

S$599
singapore.sennheiser.com
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DO YOU HAVE A
STORY TO TELL?
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ENTRY-LEVEL
MIRRORLESS

Your initial Vlogging Setup
So once you’ve come up with your angle (we’d recommend hot ladies
with hot cars, but Supercar Blondie’s already taken that angle) your
content schedule, started a Youtube (or Twitch if you want to live stream
your gaming) channel, then it's time to get your vlogging equipment set
up, or not. In honesty, most smartphones already give you the basics of
vlogging in one small handy package - and you don’t even need a topspec smartphone these days, though it will help in terms of processing
speed.

Why the best vloggers last longest

S T O R Y

MOVIE

3ODQQLQJ\RXUÀUVWVWHSVLQWRGLJLWDOSKRWRJUDSK\ZLWKDQLQWHUFKDQJHDEOH
OHQVFDPHUD")RUWKHODVWFRXSOHRI\HDUVWKHEDUULHUVWRSLFNLQJXSGLJLWDO
SKRWRJUDSK\KDVJRQHGRZQDVFDPHUDPDNHUVLQFOXGHWRXFKLQWHUIDFHV
DQGVLPSOHPHQXV\VWHPVWKDWWRGD\·VVPDUWSKRQHXVHUVZLOOEHPRVW
IDPLOLDUZLWK

What you do need is either a decent tripod to hold your smartphone
securely, or if you prefer walking and panning while videoing, a good
handheld smartphone stabilizer like the DJI Osmo Mobile 3.
One of China’s most popular vloggers, Li Ziqi now has over 58 million
subscribers across Youtube, Weibo and a number of other platforms.
Ziqi began her capturing meticulous videos of her farming life (or as
she says “my imaginary life in the future”) by being self taught to use
an iPhone 6 for videography and editing. As her success grew Ziqi now
uses a small production crew with a DSLR set-up to help her get her
best videos, though she is still heavily involved in directing and editing.

MAKAN

Apple iPhone 11 Pro
Premium smartphones like Apple’s iPhone 11 Pro or the Huawei P30
Pro offer large screens and not just 4K video recording but better video
processing features as well, with the iPhone 11 Pro enabling extended
dynamic range and video stabilization at 60fps, and with iMovie, you can
cut, fix,crop, enhance, add text, add music and upload to your channel
from one device.

BIG FEATURE

From S$1,649
www.apple.com/sg

Content is King
At its very basic a video blog/log is very akin to a blog or keeping an
online diary, but instead of typing your thoughts you simply capture
yourself speaking on video. Sounds simple in theory but it's actually
quite hard in practise for one simple reason - most of us have a story
or two to tell, we rapidly run out of ideas and it gets pretty darn hard to
say, post a video once or twice a week for years on end if you don’t have
an entertaining angle (or ‘gimmick’ in pro-wrestling terms) to milk, uh I
mean talk about.
In 1996 Bill Gates coined the term “Content is King” when he wrote an
essay about how the then nascent Internet would allow anyone to, in a
sense, self-publish, and while this has evolved to videos your content is
still the most important aspect.
The popular Chinese Youtuber Miss Yeah the Office Chef, for example,
turns everyday office objects into cooking tools, while Pewdiepie,

Youtube's most successful vlogger, has hit over one hundred million
subscribers on his channel, though in the 13 years on Youtube he’s
uploaded over 3,900 videos, roughly 6 videos a week!
Back to content and its importance. The majority of NXT readers buy
this magazine each month for the content that the NXT Editor slavishly
generates under the influence of copious amounts of coffee, but he in turn
is like an information filter - he gets information from various sources press releases, media briefings, late night live streams and other media,
mixes it with his own knowledge of consumer technology and creates,
well, everything from a short news article to a 20 page main feature story,
and hopefully NXT readers find his articles attractive - in an informative
and entertaining manner. Vlogging is pretty much similar (the NXT editor
doesn’t post vlog as he reckons readers prefer watching videos of our cute
interns).

DJI Osmo Mobile 3

SONY A6400

The new Osmo Mobile is made for single-hand control and boasts a
3-axis gimbal to take the shakes out of your handheld footage, and now
folds down into a very pocketable package for transport.

The Sony a6400 is a mid-range mirrorless camera with a
24 Megapixel APS-C sensor, 4K video, a built-in viewfinder
and touchscreen that flips-up 180 degrees to face the
subject so you can use this lightweight camera to capture
selfies. The a6400 is lightweight and portable, making it
easy to tote around with you when you take the kids to
Amped Trampoline Park, but it also has a very powerful
and new Real-Time autofocus feature with subject
tracking, face detection and Eye AF. Add in a fast 11fps
burst shooting mode and with a bit of experience you’ll
soon be snapping quality action shots of your kids at play.

S$149
singahobby.com

Recommended for: entry level to mid-range users.
For: Vlogging, selfies, travel, street, portraits, family
Sensor: 24MP APS-C Exmor CMOS
Weight: 403g

TEST

From $1,299
www.sony.com.sg

 SONY A6400
 NAVY BLUE DRESS BY AX PARIS
 SHOES BY CHARLES AND KEITH
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NXT IN MUSIC

APPLE’S WATCH
SERIES 5 IS HERE

JESUS IS BORN
Kayne West
25 December

The month that everyone has been waiting for all year is finally here! Christmas
might be a few weeks away, but we all know who is going to keep all of us
company this festive season. Kanye West will be releasing a Sunday service
album on Christmas itself. A newborn Christian, West has somehow gone from
“I am a God” to devoting his whole life to religion, releasing the gospel-themed
album ‘Jesus is King’ in late October 2019. For is Christmas album West intends
‘Jesus is Born’ to feature ‘Sunday Service’ gospel versions of his favourite tracks,
and potentially a couple of new songs debuted at a Sunday Service gathering as
well. Afterall, he can’t be Kanye West if he did not spice the songs up with a little
West spice. Spend your 2019 end of year holiday celebrating Christmas with your
family and Kanye West.

7KHÀIWKJHQHUDWLRQ$SSOH:DWFKJHWVDQDOZD\VRQGLVSOD\

PRIME
FUJIFILM X-A5

LP1

FINE LINE

THE LATER YEARS 1987 - 2019

It has been about four years since the
heartbreaking news that One Direction was
going to take a break and focus on their solo
careers (am I’m sure I’m not the only one
still rooting for their comeback) and former
member Liam Payne is finally releasing
his debut solo album with Capitol Records,
which was initially slated for an early 2018
release. The album LP1 includes singles he
has been releasing since 2017, such as “Strip
That Down” featuring Quavo, “Stack It Up”
featuring A Boogie Wit da Hoodie and “For
You” with Rita Ora. I don’t know about you, but
I can’t wait for December to come so I can lay
hands on this album.

Christmas actually comes a little bit early
for One Direction fans this year, as a second
member of the defunct boy band also drops a
December album. Unlike his former partner,
this Christmas present from Harry Styles is
actually his second studio album since going
solo (so at least this Christmas I have two out
of five of their angelic voices giving me hope
that the group will finally come back together
with an album!). If the lyrics and YouTube
video of his lead single “Lights Out”, released
in mid-October, is any indicator of the themes
of this album, you can expect a sensual and
psychedelic journey as Styles ask “Do you
know who you are?”

This is an absolutely massive compilation
from the legendary prog-rock band Pink
Floyd. Where the set Pink Floyd the Early
Years 1965-1972 showcased the mercurial
talent of the late and much lamented
Syd Barret, The Later Years 1987 - 2019
showcases music by David Gilmour, Nick
Mason and Richard Wright after guitarist
Roger Waters left the band. This 18-disc
boxset of five CDs, two 7-inch Vinyls, six
Blu-Ray discs, five DVDs and a 60-page
photobook contains an “updated” version of
A Momentary Lapse of Reason with newly
recorded drum parts by Nick Mason and
keyboard parts by Richard Wright, as well as
an expanded version of the 1988 live album
Delicate Sound of Thunder.

Liam Payne
6 December

BY SHAWN CHUNG

Of the 12.3 million smartwatches shipped, 46 percent,
or 3.8 million units, were Apple Watches, compared to 2
million Samsung and 1.2 million Fitbit smartwatches. The
popularity of the Apple Watch has grown, and that could
be due to the improved features and better integration that
Apple offers with each new version, like the Apple Watch
Series 5 that was launched alongside the iPhone 11 series.
For the Series 5, Apple has refined the Watch’s Retina
display so that it is now ‘always on’ where in the past for
battery conservation you either had to raise your wrist to
your eye-level or tap the screen to activate it. Each new
watch face has been carefully optimised for the new display

and to preserve battery life with a new intelligent dimming
feature. Location features have also been updated, with a
new built-in compass and updated Maps, while emergency
calls are now international - you don’t have to reset your
Watch when you go for a holiday in Australia, where the
emergency number is 000, not 999.

Pink Floyd
13 December

Recommended for: entry level users
For: Beginner vlogging, selfies, travel, street, portraits, family
Sensor: 24MP APS-C CMOS
Weight: 361g

S$999 (with lens kit)
www.fujifilm.com.sg

PANASONIC LUMIX GX9
Panasonic’s compact Lumix GX9 was created for entrylevel photographers looking for a more creative solution,
and uses a 20.4MP Live MOS without low-pass filter to
improve sharpness for HDR imagery. Impressively there’s
a 5-axis Dual I.S. integrated into the body, tiltable 3-inch
touchscreen with Live View Boost for composing shots in
low light condition, and of course 4K/30fps video recording
with Auto Marking and Sequence Composition to create
composite images in-camera.

Recommended for: entry level to mid-range users
For: Beginner vlogging, selfies, travel, street, portraits, family
Sensor: 20.3MP Four Thirds Live MOS
Weight: 407g

BIG THING

S$1,299
www.panasonic.com/sg

OLYMPUS PEN-F

There’s also a new titanium case in either natural titanium
and space black, while aluminium models are now
produced from 100% recycled 7000 series aluminium.
Apple has also finally added a new Cycle Tracking app for
female users, and Activity Trends to provide users with a
long-term view of their activity patterns to help maintain
and improve their health over a long period of time.

CANON EOS M50

from S$599 Apple Watch Series 5 (GPS)
from S$749 Apple Watch Series 5 (GPS + Cellular)
www.apple.com/sg

The Canon EOS M50 mirrorless camera has proven to be a
popular model for the Japanese camera maker, and there’s
much to like. The slightly bigger brother of the EOS M100
adds an electronic viewfinder and uses a 24MP CMOS
sensor with improved Dual Pixel AF and DIGIC 8 processor
that gives it a number of first - the first Canon camera to
use the CR3 RAW format and the first Canon mirrorless
camera to record in 4K/30fps video. The touchscreen is
fully-rotatable for selfie snapping and there’s a decent
7.4fps burst mode.

BY KOH ZHI MIN

T

he global smartwatch market has seen a massive
growth year-on-year, with the latest Q2 2019
figures revealing that 12.3 million units were
shipped, a jump of 44% when compared to the
second quarter of 2018.

Harry Styles
13 December

The X-A5 is a popular entry-level mirrorless camera
boasting a lovely retro rangefinder design with stylish
leather accents and user-friendly touch interface. Flip the
tilting 3-inch touchscreen 180 degrees and it automatically
enters selfie more with automatic Eye AF and Portrait
Enhancer. The X-A5 features a 24.2 megapixel APS-C
sensor with phase detection pixels for faster hybrid
autofocus and improved ISO sensitivity at 12,800. The
bundled XC15-45mm F3.5-5.6 OIS PZ lens is the company’s
first powered zoom for easy handling.
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Recommended for: entry level to mid-range users
For: Beginner vlogging, selfies, travel, street, portraits, family
Sensor: 24MP APS-C CMOS
Weight: 390g

S$999 (Body only)
sg.canon

Available in a range of colours including blue denim, the
stylish Olympus PEN E-PL9 is a user friendly compact
mirrorless camera that’s perfect for fashionistas looking
to vlog their next facial treatment. The E-PL9 comes with a
16MP Live MOS sensor, TruePic VIII processor and in-body
three-axis image stabilization plus 4K/30fps video. For new
users, a free companion App has access to ‘How To’ while
the camera itself has 21 selectable scene modes and 16
Art Filters to add pizzazz to your photos.

Recommended for: Stylish entry level users
For: events, selfies, travel, street, portraits, family
Sensor: 16MP Four Thirds Live MOS
Weight: 380g

From S$998
www.olympusimage.com.sg
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Media or by a third party such as:
doubleclick, mediamind, flashtalking,
mediaplex and others; Kingsman
Media’s AD Server is DFP - Inred tags
are preferred; Flash (swf) files must be
supplied with a click tag and a back up
gif; Video/Audio must be user initiated;
Z-index should not be more than 9,000

CONTACTS

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING, CONTACT:
Email info.nxt@kingsmanmedia.com Tel (65) 6583 7241
FOR BRANDED CONTENT ENQUIRIES AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS, CONTACT:
Publisher lawrence.leong@kingsmanmedia.com

KINGSMAN MEDIA PTE LTD
410 North Bridge Road , #04-01 SPACES City Hall , Singapore 188726
Tel: (65) 6583 7241 www.kingsmanmedia.com

